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Abstract
Negative relationships between students and educators are often associated with optimal learning outcomes [6,10,11]. Secure and reciprocal relationships between students and faculty are instrumental for adult learners to engage in effective interactions with faculty and to develop a healthy self-concept and sense of well-being [12]. When educators utilize effective relational practices, students learn more effectively. Faculty that are genuine, respect the learner [11], adapt to individual and cultural differences, provide safe and trusting learning environments [13], and demonstrate elements of caring and empathy [14,15], foster the growth and development of adult learners [12,16]. As a result, adult learners have a sense of ownership and control over the learning process, are self-directed, acquire knowledge, apply personal experience in the assimilation of learning, cooperate effectively, and achieve higher levels of mastery of content and critical thinking skills [17,18].

Effective teaching is an expression of personal and professional values which inform faculty behaviors and the interactions with adult learners that educators bring with them when teaching in their classrooms [19]. "Effective teaching is as much about the relationship as it is about technical proficiency" [19]. Teaching behaviors and interactions impact how students perceive their classroom and clinical experiences [4].

Methods
The purpose of this investigation was to explore the historic evolution of research that included the keywords: student incivility, student and faculty relationships, and mentorship programs. The scope of the research was limited to studies from the last 15 years that primarily focused on higher education rather than practice settings, and excluded research that addressed bullying, and workplace mobbing. The analysis revealed consistent themes that were utilized to develop strategies to incorporate into existing mentorship programs to support new nurse educators entering the academic environment.

Incivility
Rigor in a course and the assignment of grades associated with assessments can be a source of ongoing conflict between students and faculty [3,8] which can impact their relationship and, ultimately, student learning. Often students use a variety of mechanisms to communicate their dissatisfaction with the rigor of a course and faculty grading practices by utilizing informal ways to complain to the faculty member, to other faculty, or program directors and deans who have line authority. In addition, students may use formal mechanisms to intentionally tarnish faculty reputations, write cruel comments, and assign low scores to faculty on SEOCS (Student End of Course Surveys), especially if they do not provide the grades that are desired [3,8,20]. As the faculty evaluation process continues to incorporate SEOC scores and student satisfaction as part of the measurement of...
faculty performance, many faculties are becoming increasingly dissatisfied with their role [5,21,22]. With mounting current and future faculty shortages, this could be a problem for nursing programs in recruiting and retaining qualified nursing faculty [3,8,23,24].

Disrupted student-faculty relationships, often referred to in the literature as student incivility, are becoming an increasing problem in many higher education organizations as there are increasing demands to retain students in pre-licensure programs and produce more nurses [1,2]. Emerging evidence reveals that incivility in academic work environments is often the cause of employee attrition [3,4], and nurse educators who experience this phenomenon have an increased likelihood of leaving nursing education altogether [7,8]. This is a significant issue in nursing education because there is currently a national shortage of qualified nursing faculty (American Association College of Nursing 2014, 2015; National League of Nursing 2010) [25-27].

In order to address this problem, the relationship between students and faculty was explored to determine how and why student incivility occurs. Moreover, students utilize student end of course surveys as one mechanism to anonymously make cruel comments directed at the faculty members in the courses being taken [3,20,28]. In order to combat these problems, strategies need to be implemented to foster relationships between students and faculty and provide a more appropriate venue for students to communicate with nursing [20,29].

Both students and faculty have reported that incivility is a problem in many nursing programs [30,31]. In research conducted by Clark and Springer [1], 70% of the nursing faculty reported that academic incivility was a significant problem in nursing education. Incivility is commonly understood as a set of discourteous and rude behaviors which violate the mutual respect between each person [3,32], which may be considered intentional acts of aggression, or unintended passive acts. Characteristics of incivility include: interactions between students and faculty that are challenging, abrasive, discourteous, aggressive, uncomfortable, distressing, or include threats [3,33]; misconduct that can include verbal or physical abuse [34,35]; and disruptive behaviors that interfere with the teaching and learning process [3,5,29]. Often these characteristics manifest themselves in the cruel comments directed at faculty by students in face to face interactions within the classroom and clinical setting, and in SEOCS [20,28]. Incivility can range on a continuum of student behaviors from annoying acts to criminal conduct [33,36] and, if left unchecked, can manifest itself as horizontal hostility, or lateral violence to include incivility between and among students, faculty, and nurses [29,31,36].

Student incivility directed at faculty

Clark and Springer [1] identified a number of uncivil behaviors by students targeted toward faculty. These included the student’s sense of entitlement, challenging a faculty member’s knowledge and expertise, use of belittling remarks, and making threatening comments as examples of academic incivility. Luparell [8] recognized that nursing faculty reported experiencing a decrease in self-esteem, loss of confidence as educators, a loss of motivation to teach, and resentment in having to dedicate additional time in documenting student incivility. Whitney & Luparell [33] added negative faculty emotions in response to student incivility which included fear, anxiety, anger and sadness. This is particularly problematic when faculty encounter these interactions face to face, read them in unprofessional emails, or poor SEOCS scores laden with abrasive student comments [20].

In 2001, Lashley and deMeneses [34] investigated how prevalent incidences of the student to faculty incivility were in nursing education and compared them to specific student behaviors from 5 years earlier. A survey was sent to 611 nursing programs across the United States. Once the data was analyzed it was discovered that the level of student incivility had increased over a 5 year time frame. Student behaviors ranged in severity with mild behaviors described as tardiness and early class departure escalating into serious behaviors including shouting at faculty and unwanted physical contact. In 2003, Luparell’s [35] qualitative study explored the experiences of 21 nursing faculty with student incivility, and found that all of them had encountered at least one uncivil behavior with some being severe enough to cause psychological distress which left faculty questioning their teaching abilities. Of these 21 faculty, 2 sustained costs associated with resolving the student directed incivility, while 3 others identified uncivil student behaviors as a reason for their exodus from nursing education.

In research conducted by Clark & Springer [1], a mixed methods design was used to determine perceptions and lived experiences of both students and faculty with incivility in a nursing education program. The majority of the participants (61.9%) acknowledged that students were more likely to engage in uncivil behaviors than faculty. The investigators reported that the most frequently occurring uncivil behaviors included students: acting bored or apathetic, arriving late to class and leaving early, and holding disruptive conversations or text messaging during instruction, being unprepared. More intense and threatening student behaviors were also conveyed which incorporated inappropriate email and written communication, rude disrespectful behavior, challenges to faculty credibility, and use of vulgarities targeted at the faculty.

Luparell [8] reported that 30% of the faculty sample indicated that they left a nursing faculty position because of the stress encountered from working in an uncivil academic environment. In this qualitative study, nursing faculty from 6 states were recruited by the investigator to learn the effects of nursing student incivility on nursing educators. Data were collected through semi-structured interviews with participants by a telephone conference or in person. A Vivo coding method was used to develop themes from the interviewee transcripts. The findings were not generalizable due to the qualitative research design, but they revealed that faculty were impacted by incivility in physical and emotional ways, in the time and financial costs to manage uncivil behaviors, by negative educational experiences, and in faculty decisions to depart the academic environment [8]. In another study measuring nursing faculty perceptions of student incivility, Lu-
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perall [35] found that some faculty experienced being verbally abused by students and that these incidences of student incivility left negative and lasting impressions. Kolanko et al. [37] also indicated that uncivil academic environments contribute to dissatisfaction with the faculty role, impact the success that faculty feel in performing their job, and ultimately determines whether faculty will remain in a teaching capacity in higher education.

Faculty incivility directed at students

Clark [1] acknowledged that incivility between students and faculty is reciprocal in nature, yet faculty and students indicated that they each had different perceptions of what constituted uncivil behavior. Often incivility occurs due to poor teaching acumen and faculty ignoring student incivility when it occurs. Clark [3] asserted that student incivility occurs as a result of inappropriate faculty remarks and behaviors such as “putdowns” and condescending communication with students. Students further perceived faculty incivility by instructors sending a message of superiority, not being approachable or available to students, not answering questions or allowing open discussion during class, and using ineffective teaching methods. Wolf, Bender, Beitz, Wieland, & Vito [38] reported that students considered faculty weaknesses to include rigidity, inaccessibility, poor communication skills and poor relationships with students. This is further supported by research done by Clark & Springer [1] that found in their two-part study that uncivil faculty behaviors were comprised of belittling sarcastic remarks, use of intimidation and humiliation, being rigid and inflexible, and penalizing the whole class when one student misbehaves. When students encounter these types of faculty behaviors they are more likely to retaliate by engaging in uncivil behaviors which can disrupt the faculty-student relationship.

Role of stress in student incivility

In both student and faculty episodes, stress has been deemed to contribute greatly to these uncivil behaviors [29,39], and that frustration, coupled with the poor teaching practices of the instructor, is the main source of student misbehavior. These high stress levels are clearly evident when difficult course content is taught and students perceive that faculty did not make the course easy for them to get through. In 1993, Diekelman found that students were so overwhelmed by all that the things they needed to know in their nursing education that it was challenging for them to have a meaningful relationship with faculty that focused on learning. This coupled with students trying to manage work and family obligations further adds to the already overwhelming academic environment. When individuals feel stress, have limited time to meet their commitments, and are unhappy, incivility can be an observable consequence [29,36,40]. Uncivil comments made by students often reflect these stresses [4,41].

Reactions to stress and use of coping strategies to manage it vary from person to person [29]. These reactions to stressful environments and to the stressor are often learned behaviors. Students can learn values that may be implied or demonstrated by parents in the home, or by teachers in a classroom, but not explicitly taught [41]. Halstead and Xiao [42] maintained that students can learn when it is acceptable to disobey various rules, and likewise learn how tolerance may be necessary to cope with the dominating behavior of a parent or educator. Many student behaviors may occur because they are accustomed to the response that will be received when they must interact with parents or teachers in certain situations. “As faculty become preoccupied with disciplining students rather than guiding and mentoring them, students spend their time defying trusted authorities when they should, instead, be learning the art and science of nursing” [4]. Student perceptions of authority figures impact their comfort level in making cruel comments on faculty SEOCS, and face to face interactions in the classroom and clinical setting.

Clark and Springer [5] conducted research to identify the stressors that students and nursing faculty experience that in turn trigger uncivil behaviors in the academic environment. A non-experimental exploratory descriptive study was used by surveying 126 academic nurse leaders. A list of the most common uncivil behaviors and stressors that were displayed by faculty and students were identified. Factors that contribute to stress were found to include: student entitlement and faculty superiority, demanding workloads and juggling multiple roles, balancing teaching acumen with clinical competence, technology overload, and lack of knowledge and skills in managing conflict [3,5,23]. The authors go on to interpret these findings by citing that high stress contributes to uncivil behaviors but if nurse educators utilize conflict resolution, a respectful educational milieu develops and civil behaviors increase [3,5,23].

Gillespie [43] added that when a collaborative student-faculty relationship occurred, learners were able to relax and focus on learning. These findings would suggest that student stress levels do play a part in the interactions between students and faculty [36]. Faculty can help to allay student fears and anxieties by utilizing a caring compassionate approach to enable students to focus on learning [15,44].

Student-faculty conflicts over grades

Students can choose to respond disruptively when they disagree with the grade that they earned on an assignment, when they have unsatisfactory ratings in the clinical setting, or when they fail a course [8,35,45]. It is clear that students do not always understand constructive feedback and often do not know effective ways to respond to a faculty evaluation that is not entirely positive [3,33]. Students tend to make cruel comments on SEOCS, and in face to face interactions with faculty when they are dissatisfied with the feedback they receive on assignments, poor scores earned on exams, and when they fail a course altogether.

Conflicts between students and faculty often arise when grades received do not account for the effort that the student claimed to put into the course [46,47]. Students often believe that when they earn a lower grade on an assignment, the faculty teaching the course did not take into account their time and effort or motivation for completing it [48], and those instructors should reward them for their efforts even though their assignment does not meet the minimum criteria identified in the rubric [47]. This is further emphasized in research conducted by Harrison [46].
where it was reported that 65% of students who participated indicated that they want “success” as a final outcome for obtaining their college degree while 35% aspired “to learn” as their ultimate goal.

**Student-faculty relationships**

Effective teaching is an expression of personal and professional values that inform faculty behaviors and relationships with students that they bring with them into their classrooms [19]. These teaching behaviors and interactions impact how students perceive their classroom and clinical experiences. Several evidence-based examples examined the supportive and caring quality of student-faculty relationships as they relate to the learning environment [5,49]. The student-teacher relationship has been cited to be an important element in nursing education. In a historical evolution of this research Beck [50] provided evidence of five themes essential to caring student-faculty interactions. Included in the themes were compassion, confidence, consensus, and commitment. Tirri [11] documented caring, respect, professionalism, commitment, and cooperation as teacher values that underpin professional ethics and student relationships, with caring and respect having the greatest impact in meeting the needs of learners. Kelly [51] revealed that students’ perceptions of an effective nurse educator as one who possessed good communication skills, was an active listener, was available in communication, interact democratically, respect students as persons and deal with them equitably, consider individual student needs when listing expectations, provide guidance and support, utilize constructive feedback and evaluation approaches, have high expectations of learners, and model motivation in their classrooms.

Student-teacher relationships are particularly important when students are struggling with content. Common themes in the research imply that collaborative supervision and positive feedback supported learning, while deficient student-teacher relationships hinder learning [3]. Poorman, Webb, & Mastrovich [3,52] disclosed that caring, the quality of time with learners, and a respectful disposition from faculty significantly impacted a student’s perception of a helping versus a hindering behavior on the part of the educator. This was also illustrated by Lofmark & Wikblad [53] who found that students believed their learning was facilitated by faculty providing them with positive feedback and independence, and impeded by deficiencies in the student-teacher relationship. These deficiencies often manifest themselves in cruel comments directed at nurse educators in both classroom and clinical settings.

**Impact of student-faculty relationships on learning**

Student-teacher relationships have a strong influence on student learning in nursing programs; effective teaching behaviors and student relationships impact learning [3]. Student incivility, when linked to deficiencies in student-faculty relationships can escalate into uncontrollable aggressive behaviors from both faculty and students [1,3]. Students vent their frustrations in both verbal and written communication directed at nursing faculty when they do not earn the grades they desire. These behaviors do not serve either party well and can destroy the milieu required for learning.

**Revision of existing mentorship programs for nurse educators based on evidence**

Penn, Dodge-Wilson, and Rosseter [54] credited an American Association of College of Nursing (AACN) [55] survey outlining a dean’s perspective of the requisite skills needed to become an effective faculty member. Of all the skills mentioned by respondents in the survey, interpersonal communication skills were cited as one of the most essential to the success of a nurse educator, and that interacting with difficult or poorly performing students is one of the most difficult aspects for faculty when transitioning into their new faculty role [54]. The authors go on to state that faculty are required to interact positively and work well with students just as they do with colleagues in the academic setting. Deans and administrators in higher education must institute faculty training in the form of orientation and mentorship programs to teach and model the importance of student-faculty relationships and the associated impact on student learning.

Based on themes explored in the historical review of research studies, and recommendations from the American Association of Colleges of Nursing (AACN) [56], key elements were identified to add into the existing designs of mentorship programs for novice educators. Due to the tremendous impact of student faculty relationships on student learning, new faculty must be trained in how to effectively interact with students to optimize student outcomes. There are a number of mechanisms that can assist new faculty in achieving effective relationships with faculty and learners.

**Orientation to the role, work culture, academic institution**

Orientation to academic institutions is pretty standard for most faculty in all disciplines. New faculty, need socialization into the role, culture of the work group, and the organization as a whole [54,57,58]. This is of great consequence since research has implied that new educators are not familiar with the culture and language in academic settings, practices in the institutions where they have been hired, and that interacting with difficult or poorly performing students is one of the most essential to the success of a nurse educator, and that interacting with difficult or poorly performing students is one of the most difficult aspects for faculty when transitioning into their new faculty role [54]. The authors go on to state that faculty are required to interact positively and work well with students just as they do with colleagues in the academic setting. Deans and administrators in higher education must institute faculty training in the form of orientation and mentorship programs to teach and model the importance of student-faculty relationships and the associated impact on student learning.

Based on themes explored in the historical review of research studies, and recommendations from the American Association of Colleges of Nursing (AACN) [56], key elements were identified to add into the existing designs of mentorship programs for novice educators. Due to the tremendous impact of student faculty relationships on student learning, new faculty must be trained in how to effectively interact with students to optimize student outcomes. There are a number of mechanisms that can assist new faculty in achieving effective relationships with faculty and learners.

**Impact of student-faculty relationships on learning**

Student-teacher relationships have a strong influence on student learning in nursing programs; effective teaching behaviors and student relationships impact learning [3]. Student incivility, when linked to deficiencies in student-faculty relationships can escalate into uncontrollable aggressive behaviors from both faculty and students [1,3]. Students vent their frustrations in both verbal and written communication directed at nursing faculty when they do not earn the grades they desire. These behaviors do not serve either party well and can destroy the milieu required for learning.

**Revision of existing mentorship programs for nurse educators based on evidence**

Penn, Dodge-Wilson, and Rosseter [54] credited an American Association of College of Nursing (AACN) [55] survey outlining a dean’s perspective of the requisite skills needed to become an effective faculty member. Of all the skills mentioned by respondents in the survey, interpersonal communication skills were cited as one of the most essential to the success of a nurse educator, and that interacting with difficult or poorly performing students is one of the most difficult aspects for faculty when transitioning into their new faculty role [54]. The authors go on to state that faculty are required to interact positively and work well with students just as they do with colleagues in the academic setting. Deans and administrators in higher education must institute faculty training in the form of orientation and mentorship programs to teach and model the importance of student-faculty relationships and the associated impact on student learning.

Based on themes explored in the historical review of research studies, and recommendations from the American Association of Colleges of Nursing (AACN) [56], key elements were identified to add into the existing designs of mentorship programs for novice educators. Due to the tremendous impact of student faculty relationships on student learning, new faculty must be trained in how to effectively interact with students to optimize student outcomes. There are a number of mechanisms that can assist new faculty in achieving effective relationships with faculty and learners.

**Orientation to the role, work culture, academic institution**

Orientation to academic institutions is pretty standard for most faculty in all disciplines. New faculty, need socialization into the role, culture of the work group, and the organization as a whole [54,57,58]. This is of great consequence since research has implied that new educators are not familiar with the culture and language in academic settings, practices in the institutions where they have been hired, and that interacting with difficult or poorly performing students is one of the most essential to the success of a nurse educator, and that interacting with difficult or poorly performing students is one of the most difficult aspects for faculty when transitioning into their new faculty role [54]. The authors go on to state that faculty are required to interact positively and work well with students just as they do with colleagues in the academic setting. Deans and administrators in higher education must institute faculty training in the form of orientation and mentorship programs to teach and model the importance of student-faculty relationships and the associated impact on student learning.

Based on themes explored in the historical review of research studies, and recommendations from the American Association of Colleges of Nursing (AACN) [56], key elements were identified to add into the existing designs of mentorship programs for novice educators. Due to the tremendous impact of student faculty relationships on student learning, new faculty must be trained in how to effectively interact with students to optimize student outcomes. There are a number of mechanisms that can assist new faculty in achieving effective relationships with faculty and learners.
Expert faculty assigned as mentors

Because there is a preponderance of evidence that suggests that ineffective faculty and adult learner relationships are a result of poor faculty acumen and distorted student and faculty interactions, an emphasis of these components must be addressed in any formal training program [3]. A mentorship program allows training to be conducted whereby experienced faculty can model appropriate behaviors and teaching practices that lead to positive relationships between faculty and learners [62,63]. In addition, due to the shortage of available nursing educators, loss of existing faculty due to retirement, and the need to nurture and retain novice faculty further outline the need of a formal mechanism to train and mentor new faculty [64,65]. Easing the transition into the academic environment and culture by an inexperienced educator may not be realized without the guidance, support, and advocacy of a mentor since the expectations and social norms are typically not easily understood or documented [36,65,66].

Professional nursing education organizations have established guidelines for faculty training and mentoring to promote civil and supportive work environments [3,10,67]. The National League of Nursing (NLN) [68] further emphasized the need for mentoring as a strategy to develop and socialize new faculty, and provide access to a variety of resources for the establishment and continuance of mentorship programs on their website. It is vital not only to successfully socialize new faculty into their role, but to provide nurturing and caring values as a construct for nursing education [64,69], to facilitate an understanding of the teaching-learning process, and for career development [57,65].

Mentoring programs consist of a seasoned faculty mentor and a new faculty member designated as a mentee. According to Haggard, Dougherty, Turban, & Wilbanks, and Stokes [70,71], mentoring as a form of training can be defined as a multidimensional interactive process or reciprocal relationship between a mentor who is a more experienced and knowledgeable faculty, and a mentee who is a new faculty. The mentor-mentee relationship meets the needs of both the mentor and mentee and evolves over time [63,72]. Mentor relationships are initially assigned for a year to assist new faculty in transitioning into their new role as faculty. Beyond that time, an ongoing mentoring assignment may be based on the needs of the mentee or a formal development plan [73].

Reciprocal and collegial mentor-mentee relationships are essential for effective new faculty training and mentoring, and ultimately contribute to the mentee's success in the academic environment [61,74]. Mentors seek input from mentees, listen to their problems and concerns, counsel on possible courses of action, provide a nurturing caring milieu [64], encourage, and build confidence. In addition, mentors review course materials, observe classroom instruction, assist in evaluating feedback provided to students, and model effective faculty behaviors for the mentee [73,61]. By incorporating these essential nurturing and caring skills, mentors can demonstrate the types of behaviors that would be appropriate for use in student-faculty interactions [44].

Support for the novice educator

In order for a new faculty training and mentorship program to be successful, the mentee needs to be well supported by the mentor, colleagues, and by institutional administration [65]. According to Nick, et al. [57], unsupportive workplace settings limit the mentees willingness to collaborate, be open, and take risks. Conversely, when a mentee feels supported in a nurturing caring environment they are more likely to be creative, and utilize independent thinking and reasoning.

Part of the faculty training and mentorship program should explore with the mentee how to best support students. It is vital that both the new mentee and student feel comfortable in the learning environment, so that both are able to apply critical thinking skills in classroom and clinical settings. Mentors should provide opportunities for mentees to reflect on their own perceived experiences with being well supported in a caring and nurturing environment, and ask mentees how they could utilize these analysis in providing support and improving interactions with nursing students [59,61].

Effective communication and conflict management strategies

There are a number of strategies that a seasoned faculty can share with a novice nurse educator related to conflict management and effective communication. In 2004, Griffin [75] conducted an exploratory descriptive study using cognitive rehearsal as a strategy to improve communication and promote civil behaviors between nurses in practice. By training new nurses in identifying uncivil behaviors and rehearsing the use of specific verbal responses that were aimed at increasing civility, it was concluded that cognitive rehearsal was successful in reducing or eliminating incivility.

A similar two-part study was done by Clark, Ahten and Macy [76,77], in an academic setting with leadership students. In the first part of the study, students were exposed to assigned readings, a live reenactment of uncivil interactions portrayed by actors, a faculty-led lecture on incivility, and the use of cognitive rehearsal. Students observed the live demonstration, attended debriefing sessions, and provided written feedback on how effective the communication strategies were in reducing the uncivil interactions. A follow-up study was done 10 months later in a practice setting with these same leadership students once they graduated and were fully licensed [77]. The new nurses were asked to detail how they transferred the information learned about civility from their leadership course to their workplace. Students were also asked to share how their behavior changed as a result of this training, and if they perceived any benefits or barriers related to the information provided. The findings of the study reflected what other researchers had found; by being forewarned with information on incivility, and participating in cognitive rehearsal strategies, individuals are more prepared to address uncivil episodes when confronted with them [31,78,79].

While the fore mentioned studies targeted the practice settings, there is an opportunity to apply these same techniques
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Incivility and Student and Faculty Relationships: Implications for Revising Mentorship to new faculty in training, in order to familiarize mentees settings. In addition, a testing and evaluation plan is introduced

Effective Assessment

With clearly outlined outcomes, syllabus, and teaching methods can eliminate one source of student complaints, and uncivil student behaviors in the academic environment.

Self-Care, professional work, and life balance

Another aspect of effective new faculty training and mentoring is helping the mentee understand the balance between personal and professional work. Due to the evidence that stress is a major contributor to incidences of ineffective student-faculty relationships, achieving life balance is essential [29,57,81,82]. One of the roles of the mentor is to assist the mentee in learning time management strategies so boundaries are created between the time spent in professional endeavors versus those spent in personal life. Mentors can facilitate this understanding by working with the mentees in setting up professional work using short and long term goals with timelines for completion. Mentors could encourage a dialogue with the mentee on how they might apply time management principles and creating healthy boundaries with students.

Management in the Classroom and Clinical Setting

The classroom management portion of the new faculty training and mentorship outlines both classroom and clinical strategies that foster student relationships and promote positive student-faculty interactions [17]. In addition, preparation for teaching is included in this category. An overview of the elements of course design, syllabus building, effective teaching, and integration of innovative technologies should be covered [73]. Penn, et al. [54], specifies that when teaching course and development skills, the level of the student should be considered in determining what content needs to be covered. In addition, differentiating between required versus nice-to-know content, the logical sequencing of information, and aligning course objectives with teaching strategies and assessments are vital elements to review with new educators. A well-designed course with clearly outlined outcomes, syllabus, and teaching methods can eliminate one source of student complaints, and uncivil student-faculty interactions.

Effective Feedback and Evaluation

Evaluation is an essential component of any new faculty training and mentorship program. Mentors provide feedback to mentees after reviewing the syllabus, course assignments, educational strategies used, assessments planned, and the actual teaching of courses in both the clinical and classroom settings. Allen, Eby, & Lentz [84] remarked that mentees who requested and were accepting of mentor feedback received better quality feedback, which had a high correlation to increased productivity [57].

If it is discovered that a student has too many roles to fulfill, this may aid in the mutual understanding of the student's current level of academic achievement [36]. In addition, students who are overwhelmed with multiple responsibilities cannot effectively learn due to high levels of stress that these responsibilities create. When stress levels are high learning is impacted, and student-faculty interactions can suffer. Ultimately unmanaged stress due to academic, family, and work-life imbalances can lead to disruptive student and faculty communication and academic failure [3,29].

Advising and Counseling Students

Advising should be integrated into a new faculty training and mentorship program. Essential advising elements include assisting students in course selection, progression policies, and preparing for the licensing exam [64]. It is also important to emphasize during these sessions that a mentor (acting in the role of an advisor) has the opportunity to explore student stress levels, how advisees set priorities for academic accomplishments, and how they manage the multifaceted roles of student, significant other, parent, caregiver, and employee [29].

Likewise, students also require effective faculty feedback in order to feel successful in the academic environment. Self-reflection is a guided measure of feedback that can be instrumental in reducing stress, changing current perspectives, and promoting critical thinking skills [29]. Faculty can facilitate student use of self-reflection by incorporating debriefing sessions to foster student learning [85]. The NLN [85] recommends that debriefing sessions should be integrated into all components of the curriculum to foster reflection and enhance critical thinking skills. When students utilize stress reduction, and debriefing
strategies, they are more likely to feel successful in their academic environment, and inappropriate faculty and student interactions are less likely to occur.

Future Research

While there are numerous research studies that have been done on the topic of incivility, few studies provide actionable strategies that can be utilized by nurse educators in the classroom and clinical settings. In light of the devastating impact that uncivil behaviors can have on both students and faculty, further research needs to be done to fill this gap. Studies could, therefore, be focused on investigating the results of implementing cognitive rehearsal with novice faculty in the academic environment and the effectiveness of the use of prevention strategies in nursing programs.

Other areas that warrant further investigation include:

- Impact of student incivility in the online environment in academic settings
- Incidents of academic incivility related to gender or age
- How incivility is manifested in student evaluations of faculty and grading practices
- Relationship of student entitlement or consumerism and student and faculty interactions

Conclusion

There are many positive outcomes associated with the implementation of effective faculty training and mentorship programs. Research reveals that, the faculty careers of those who did not have mentoring were not as successful when compared to those who did [86], and that the lack of mentoring impacted the scholarly accomplishments of new faculty over the span of their career [87,88]. Mentoring has been shown to increase overall department morale and career satisfaction [13,89], productivity [90], and faculty retention rates [73,91]. In effective training and mentorship programs, the inexperienced faculty member assumes the academic role more quickly [86], with increased self-confidence [90], and report experiencing a smoother transition from a practice role to that of an academican [65].

Mentees report that mentorship programs are effective in providing them with the necessary support to transition them into their role as nurse educators. In a program outlined by Blauvelt & Spath [64] mentees reported many benefits from a mentorship program which included: an introduction to a variety of educational resources, an explanation of the faculty role tailored to meet individual needs, opportunities for asking questions, discussion and socialization, encouragement and support, and the integration of caring in the approach. As a result, mentees found that the mentorship program assisted them in assessing questions, discussion and socialization, encouragement and support, and the integration of caring in the approach. As a result, mentees found that the mentorship program assisted them in developing a positive attitude toward teaching and provided a forum to express anxieties, uncertainties, and frustrations [62,63].

When deficiencies in relationships between students and faculty are left unchecked, they can escalate into uncontrollable aggressive behaviors from both faculty and students [3,36]. These behaviors do not serve either party well, and can destroy the milieu required for learning. The skills required for student-faculty relationships can be fostered by mentors serving as role models. Research studies have outlined effective teaching behaviors that impact student learning and success [3,19]. Effective student-faculty relationships are a major determinant in how well students will perform in clinical and classroom settings. Based on the themes analyzed from research findings, evidence-based strategies were outlined to include in mentorship programs for novice educators. Nurse educators have a responsibility to provide educational opportunities that optimize learner success. In order for inexperienced faculty to accomplish this, they must assimilate the strategies identified in the mentorship program to foster more civil interactions, to promote positive student and faculty relationships, and student outcomes.
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